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Preface
Dear business friends,
in 1999 at Frankfurt nivtec introduced a flexible
staging sytsem designed by Dipl. Ing. Tadeusz
Kruszewski. The basic idea was to create a system
for in- and outdoor use enabling quick and efficient
assembly and dismantling of stages and galleries.
Various patents have been granted in this context.
Starting small – the first premises had a size of
100 sqm – nivtec´s production and storage facilities have been continuously enlarged following the
increasing demand. After the unexpected death of my husband in summer 2004 I took over the technical
management additionally to my administrative tasks and realized the already planned relocation of the
company to the actual site at Remscheid-Lüttringhausen. The immense support of all staff members,
of my family and especially of my sons has been extremely valuable in continuing his lifework and
extending the company. Over the years nivtec obtained a fair share of the market in Germany as well as
abroad and we today supply our goods all over the world.
The main part of the system is the easily manageable platform. It’s production demands a high degree
of precision and diligence. It is made of specially designed aluminium profiles as well as wooden, plastic
and stainless steel components which are produced with company-owned tools. In order to guarantee a
steady quality we are in constant contact with our long-term suppliers. Furthermore, we execute stringent
quality controls during all production processes in compliance with the latest technical standards. The
materials used are of German and EC origin.
At this point I’d like to express my gratitude to all business partners – clients as well as suppliers – for
their confidence in nivtec. Particularly the many suggestions from a constantly growing community of
nivtec users have crucially influenced and encouraged the further development of our programme.
Furthermore, I also want to thank the sceptics whose doubts and objections against our distinctive
system always induce us to continuously reconsider our products seriously, to improve them and to
implement new ideas.
Besides customer satisfaction safety is nivtec’s main priority. Especially during the recent years
requirements in stages have grown constantly. In consequence the corresponding safety regulations
have been intensified and adapted to the increased strain.
Taking this into account we have submitted our system to extensive series of tests in co-operation with
TÜV Thüringen e.V., Inspection Authority for Stability of Temporary Structures, in winter 2008/2009.
You’ll find the documentation of these tests in this catalogue.
We are fully aware of our manufacturer’s responsibility to you and your clients. After having finished
the above mentioned measures we are certain being in the position to provide a high quality staging
system. Using the nivtec staging system in compliance with our instructions you are able to realize stage
constructions acc. to currently valid safety regulations in a fast, safe and professional way
Yours sincerely
Maria G. Kruszewski
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nivtec - Staging System

A

The system platform is the essential part of every nivtec-stage.
It consists of an aluminium frame of specially designed profiles
(groove and tongue) with integral locking mechanism and a skidproof, water-resistantly glued multiplex plywood panel.

As standard the platforms are equipped with four multifunctional ports
as support for easy and safe attachment of fastening devices for rails,
stairways, galleries and various other constructions. The selected legs are
fitted into the corner leg supports for round tubing 48,3 mm x 4 mm and
easily locked by simply moving the clamping lever. No additional tools are
required.
The groove and tongue profiles of the frame guarantee that the
platforms can easily be hooked together. The integral click-clackmechanism allows quick-action locking of the elements. This leads
to a strong and safe bond of the whole stage surface without any
trip hazards at the platform connections.

The assembly of a stage always starts with a platform on four legs at the right rear corner. The
tongue profiles are pointed to the rear and the right side of the stage. The border platforms at the
rear and the right side of the stage are equipped with two legs, for all further platforms only one
leg is required. Thus the quantity of legs is reduced considerably depending on the stage planned.
For example: a stage of 6 x 4 m requires 20 instead of 48 legs, a stage of 12 x 8 m requires
63 instead of 192 legs. This reduction of legs does not only positively influence total weight and
storage space but also leads to a reduction of manpower and assembly time required.
Various kinds of stage legs are available:
- straight legs with load distributor
- levelling legs with spindle and base plate for fine adjustment
- extension legs, raster pitch 5 cm, with spindle and base plate
for fine adjustment
- levelling legs with Layher scaffold spindle
- levelling legs with spindle and swivel base plate for fine
adjustment
As standard all legs are equipped with thread adapter (function: supporting fastening devices
for safety rails and stairways) and load ring (function: increasing the stability of the platforms for
long term use). Additionally nivtec-legs with adjusting spindle for stage heights from 60 cm are
equipped with a locknut (function: stabilizing the base construction). Depending on the operation
purpose and the ground surface it is necessary to use nivtec floor proctectors made of skid-proof
hard rubber.

8
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nivtec - Staging System
The weight girder system developed by nivtec combined with
Layher Metric Allround Scaffold System offers a sensible solution
for high stage constructions. This combination allows building
stages in a raster 2x2 m. In comparison with base constructions
with stage legs built in a raster 2 x 1m another considerable
reduction of material and assembly time can be achieved.

A

Galleries, stairways and ramps can be built with standard nivtec
system platforms. Furthermore, seat galleries can be constructed
using nivtec seat girders or nivtec seat frames.

Rails are available in various executions for all constructions. The nivtec system allows a firm and
safe connection of rails and base constructions.
Without legs the platforms can be used as dance floor. For this
purpose nivtec developed a dance floor border designed to avoid
trip hazards.

Transport wheels combined with extension adapters provide the
possibility to build movable stages, for example drum risers.

Special features such as recessed corners and accessories such
as linings, stairway illumination, cable conveyance inserts etc.
also belong to the range of programme.

All parts of the nivtec staging system are maintenance-free.
In order to always achieve maximum safety for the stage users we have modified our assembly
instructions for building stages with various base constructions.The modifications have been made
in observance of the latest safety regulations and considering the maximum load capacity of a
stage. They also serve as protection of the material used and its durability. Constructions from
height 80 cm are reinforced with diagonal braces at each corner and in intervals of two free bays
at the outside. Additional horizontal braces at the outside are only required when using extension
legs at heights exceeding 120 cm. Base constructions for stage heights exceeding 140 cm up to
240 cm are equipped with diagonal and horizontal braces. The same regulations apply to gallery
constructions. Stage constructions of nivtec weight girder system in combination with Layher
Metric Allround Scaffold System can be built up to a height of 300 cm.

www.nivtec-flexibel.de
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nivtec - Staging System

A

The easily manageable nivtec system platform is
available in various sizes, in special shapes and with
special surfaces.

stage

stair

load capacity
7- 50 kg/sqm
special surfaces
platform
with lattice panel
with plexiglass panel, glazed
with polyester panel, glazed
design platform
with plexiglass panel, transparent
with polyester panel, transparent

load capacity
500 kg/sqm
10
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nivtec - Staging System
nivtec system platform: 33 kg

A
The system allows construction of stages and
stairways as well as seat galleries in various sizes
and tier heights.

rway

gallery

load capacity
7- 50 kg/sqm

load capacity
7- 50 kg/sqm

Certificates
Acceptance tests and inspections of
documentation acc. to DIN 4112-Temporary
Structures- and relevant norms have been
performed by TÜV Thüringen e.V., Inspection
Authority for Stability of Temporary Structures.

load capacity
350 kg/sqm

You’ll find the corresponding certificates on the
following pages.
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Certificates

B

12

nivtec weight girder stage,
height: up to 3,00 m
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authorized
structural
instructions
available

Certificates

nivtec stage,
height: up to 2,40 m
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B

authorized
structural
instructions
available
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Certificates

B

14

nivtec stage,
height: up to 1,40 m
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authorized
structural
instructions
available

Certificates

nivtec stage with extension legs,
height: up to 1,40 m
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B

authorized
structural
instructions
available
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Certificates

B

16

nivtec seat gallery,
height: up to 2,40 m
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Certificates

B
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authorized
structural
instructions
available

17

Certificates
safety rails, height: 100 cm

B

18

safety rails with vertical bars,
height: 110 cm
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Certificates
special surfaces

B
special shapes
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Certificates
topical: nivtec stage, height: now up to 1,50 m

B

load capacity
7- 50 kg/sqm

assembly acc. to
nivtec principle:

stage 6 x 4 m = 20 legs

20
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Certificates
topical: nivtec stage, height: now up to 1,50 m

B

load capacity
1000 kg/sqm

assembly with
four legs per platform:

stage 6 x 4 m = 48 legs

www.nivtec-flexibel.de
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Certificates
exclusive by nivtec: design platform

B

load capacity
350 kg/sqm

22
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Certificates
Explanation
During the acceptance tests stages with various base constructions on different heights as well
as seat galleries have been submitted to extensive test series. The constructions have undergone
tests with vertical and horizontal loads (full and over-loads). The measured and analysed reactions
of the framework have been documented.
example: test series of nivtec stage with extension legs, heights 60 – 140 cm

height: 60 cm					

height: 80 cm

height: 100 cm				

height: 120 cm

B

Temporary structures such as stages and galleries
are subject to the German Building Law. During the
acceptance tests also accessories and completion
parts such as rails, fastening devices for seats
etc. have undergone test series with loads acc. to
currently valid regulations.

height: 140 cm
In order to document the praxis of building stages with the nivtec system we have assembled
and dismantled various stage constructions and have taken photographs of import assembly
information. You’ll find these illustrations on the following pages.
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Building Stages with nivtec
assembly of back row

		

						

C
1st platform: 4 legs
tongue profiles: rear and right side

next platforms back row: 2 legs

hook tongue profile into groove profile
lock connection

back row:
6 m = 3 platforms = 8 legs

assembly of right side

		

next platforms right side: 2 legs

24

						

right side:
3 m = 3 platforms = 8 legs
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Building Stages with nivtec
assembly of remaining platforms		

		

				

C
remaining platforms: 1 leg

hook tongue profile into groove profile

push platforms together and snap in profiles

lock connections at both sides

complete stage - example: 6 x 3 m		

					

9 platforms = 16 legs
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Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec legs		

C

					

The selected legs should be appropriate for the individual ground surface. Depending on
the nature of the floor it is essentiel to use floor protectors, especially on slippery or
sensible surfaces (concrete, tiles, parquet etc.). Stage constructions may only be set up
on stable ground and have to be aligned horizontally. For constructions on rough grounds
it is essentiel to use wooden underpinnings acc. to the standard values listed in DIN 4112,
item 6.3.

nivtec legs with load distributor				

attach floor protector

nivtec levelling legs with adjusting spindle					

attach floor protector

26
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adjust height
fasten locknut

Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec extension legs 		

				

		

C
attach floor protector

choose leg height

lock with safety bolt clip

adjust height
fasten locknut
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Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec levelling legs with scaffold spindle

					

C

28

attach floor protector

put interchangeable leg
on spindle

adjust height

spindles
80 and 60 cm

zero adjustment

maximum adjustment
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Building Stages with nivtec
braces: steel tube 48,3 x 4 mm - diagonal

e

C
swivel coupling
Layher 48,3 mm

for use with
all legs at the top

swivel coupling
Layher 48,3 mm

for use with extension legs
at zero adjustement at the bottom

reduction swivel coupling
Plettac 48,3 / 38 mm

for use on the inner tube of
extensions legs at the bottom

for use with other
legs at the bottom

braces: steel tube 48,3 x 4 mm - horizontal		
						

standard coupling
Layher 48,3 mm

for use with
all legs

except:

reduction swivel coupling
Plettac 48,3 / 38 mm
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for use on the inner tube
of extension legs
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Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec weight girder stage – example: 4 x 4 m

		

						

C

30

assemble scaffold system
acc. to instructions

attach weight girders
acc. to instructions

attach wedge head to rosette …

… and drive it in

weight girders in standard direction

weight girders incl. outer frame
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Building Stages with nivtec
complete base construction

C

attachment of platforms

put on platforms and lock connections

function of safety flap:
solid connection of platforms and base construction
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Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec hook-on stairway – example: stage height 60 cm

		

						

C

32

1st step

next steps

example: stage with stairway at the left side

example: stage with stairway at the front

attachment of stairway at tongue profiles

mount adapter lath
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Building Stages with nivtec
nivtec push-on stairway – example: stage height 60 cm		

C
equip steps with legs and assemble stairway
top step platform: depth 39 cm

align stairway to stage

connection of stairway and stage:
solution 1 for groove profile:
solution 2 for groove profile:
1 gallery link 110 mm + 1 special link N-F
2 special links N-F

solution for tongue profile:
2 gallery links 110 mm

if necessary mount additional leg

www.nivtec-flexibel.de
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Building Stages with nivtec
stairway extension acc. to nivtec principle
r

C
extension platform:
leg and support bolt at left side only

mount steps

complete stairway incl. extension
		

34
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Building Stages with nivtec
attachment of stairway rails		

C
mount rail support bolts

assemble stairway rail, mount it on bolts
and fasten safety screws

complete push-on stairway
incl. rails

complete hook-on stairway incl. rails
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Building Stages with nivtec
attachment of safety rails 100 cm

		

						

C

36

mount accessories

detail: put adapter into leg support and secure it

put on rails at the back
fasten safety screws

mount rail link 150 mm

put on rails at the side
fasten safety screws

mount corner link
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Building Stages with nivtec
rails 100 cm – for closing gaps		

C
special support bolt 26 mm

adjustable rail

complete stage incl. safety rails 100 cm		
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Building Stages with nivtec
attachment of safety rails with vertical bars 110 cm

C
mount support bolts

put on stairway rails
fasten safety screws

put on stage rails
fasten safety screws

complete stage incl. safety rails with vertical bars 110 cm
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Building Stages with nivtec
lining and adapter laths

						

C
groove profile:

direct attachment of lining lath

tongue proflie:
mount and secure adapter lath

attach lining lath

anti-tumbling board

						

fasten anti-tumbling board
if necessary mount adapter

also to be used as chair blocking device
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Building Stages with nivtec
assembly and attachment of ramp

C
levelling leg with swivel base

mount 2 legs and hook platform on stage

secure connection with 2 alu links p. metre

if necessary mount rails

complete ramp

40
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Building Stages with nivtec
assembly of mobile stage

C
extension adapter

insert wheel into extension adapter
and fasten safety screws

mount extension adapter into leg support
and secure it

assembly acc. to nivtec principle

complete mobile stage
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Building Stages with nivtec
assembly of seat gallery, tier height 40 cm

		

						

C
set up rows acc. to nivtec principle
mount links for gallery constructions

put on rails

steps for side stairway

put on gallery rails

complete galleries

tier height 40 cm with side stairway

42
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tier height 40 cm,		

Building Stages with nivtec
assembly of seat gallery, tier height 20 cm

					

C

without side stairway

assemble gallery and attach rails

mount support bolts

put on seat girder and secure it

complete seating with 4 seats

tier height 20 cm, with side stairway
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Platforms
system platform
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown • thickness 12 cm • stacking height 9 cm • capacity 750 kg/sqm
111 01 0
111 02 0
111 03 0
111 04 0
111 06 0
111 12 0
111 14 0
111 16 0

200 x 100 cm
200 x 50 cm
150 x 100 cm
150 x 50 cm
100 x 50 cm
200 x 39 cm
150 x 39 cm
100 x 39 cm

top step push-on stairway
top step push-on stairway
top step push-on stairway

system platform

1

aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
111 05 0
111 07 0

100 x 100 cm
50 x 50 cm

system platform - triangle
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
112 01 0
112 03 0
112 06 0

200 x 100 cm left
150 x 100 cm left
100 x 50 cm left

left

system platform - triangle
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
112 02 0
112 04 0
112 07 0

200 x 100 cm right
150 x 100 cm right
100 x 50 cm right

right

44
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Platforms
system platform - triangle
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
112 05 0
112 08 0

100 x 100 cm
50 x 50 cm

system platform - triangle
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
112 01 1
112 02 1

100 x 100 cm 45°
50 x 50 cm 45°

1

system platform - quadrant
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
112 01 2
		

100 x 100 cm
radius: 100 cm

system platform - trapezoid
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
113 01 0
113 02 0
113 03 0
113 04 0
113 05 0
113 06 0
113 07 0

200,0 cm x 173,9 cm x
173,9 cm x 147,8 cm x
147,8 cm x 121,7 cm x
121,7 cm x 95,6 cm x
95,6 cm x 69,5 cm x
69,5 cm x 43,4 cm x
43,4 cm x 17,3 cm x

7,5°
7,5°
7,5°
7,5°
7,5°
7,5°
7,5°

x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
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Platforms
system platform - gallery trapezoid
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown
113 01 1
113 03 1
113 05 1
113 07 1

36,7 cm x 75,0 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm left
73,4 cm x 111,7 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm left
110,2 cm x 148,4 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm left
146,9 cm x 185,2 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm left

left

system platform - gallery trapezoid
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown

1

113 02 1
113 04 1
113 06 1
113 08 1

36,7 cm x 75,0 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm right
73,4 cm x 111,7 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm right
110,2 cm x 148,4 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm right
146,9 cm x 185,2 cm x 22,5° x 100 cm right

right

dance floor border
aluminium frame • multiplex plywood panel, dark brown • for direct attachment to nivtec platform • depth 55 cm
114 01 0
114 02 0
114 03 0
114 04 0
114 05 0

46

groove profile, length: 100 cm
groove profile, length: 200 cm
tongue profile, length: 100 cm
tongue profile, length: 200 cm
corner 		
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Platforms
system platform - plexiglass
aluminium frame • plexiglass panel, one side glazed, lucid, thickness 12 mm •
transparent adhesive • capacity 500 kg/sqm
121 01 0
200 cm x 100 cm
121 02 0
200 cm x 50 cm
121 03 0
150 cm x 100 cm
121 04 0
150 cm x 50 cm
100 cm x 50 cm
121 06 0

system platform
aluminium frame • plexiglass panel, one side glazed, lucid, thickness 12 mm •
transparent adhesive • capacity 500 kg/sqm
121 05 0
100 cm x 100 cm
50 cm x 50 cm
121 07 0

1
system platform - triangle / quadrant
aluminium frame • plexiglass panel, one side glazed, lucid, thickness 12 mm •
transparent adhesive • capacity 500 kg/sqm
100 cm x 100 cm triangle
122 05 1
122 01 2
100 cm x 100 cm quadrant radius: 100 cm

system platform - polyester
aluminium frame • polyester panel, Fire Resistance + Safety on Sites Class B1 acc.
DIN 4102, one side glazed, lucid, thickness 12 mm • transparent adhesive •
capacity 500 kg/sqm
200 cm x 100 cm
131 01 0
131 05 0
100 cm x 100 cm

design platform
aluminium frame • plexiglass or polyester panel, transparent, thickness 10 mm •
incl. design foil • capacity 350 kg/sqm • new since April 2009
125 01 0
125 05 0
135 01 0
135 05 0

200 cm
100 cm
200 cm
100 cm

x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm
x 100 cm

plexiglass panel
plexiglass panel
polyester panel
polyester panel
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Platforms
system platform - lattice
aluminium frame • pressed steel lattice panel, galvanized, thickness 11 mm •
capacity 500 kg/sqm • new execution since April 2007
142 05 0

100 cm x 100 cm

system platform

1

151 00 0
161 00 0
171 00 0

special surfaces or panel executions
special sizes and shapes
with recessed corners for truss systems

option
100 00 1

recessed corners for tubes 48,3 mm

option
100 00 3
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cable conveyance insert, inner size 16 x 15 cm
installation possible against surcharge
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Base Constructions
nivtec legs
Ø 48,3 mm; mat. thickness 4 mm; up to 80 cm aluminium, exceeding 80 cm steel, galvanized;
to be considered: due to the “hook on” - design the quantity of legs required for of a stage is reduced depending on size and
shape of a stage. Quantity of legs recommended: 2 pcs. p. platform + 2 additional pcs.

nivtec standard
As standard all legs are equipped with a thread adapter (function: supporting fastening devices of safety rails and stairways) and a
load ring (function: increasing the stability of the platforms for long term use). Additionally nivtec legs with adjusting spindle for
stage heights from 60 cm are equipped with a locknut (function: stabilizing the base construction).

2

floor protectors
Depending on the nature of the
ground surface it is essentiel to
use floor protectors, especially on
slippery or sensible surfaces (concrete, tiles, parquet etc.). The
nivtec floor protectors made of
skid-proof hard rubber are
available for all base constructions,
i.e. tube legs as well as scaffold
systems.
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Base Constructions
leg with load distributor
201 01 1
height:
20 cm
201 02 1		
40 cm
201 03 1		
60 cm
201 04 1		
80 cm
201 05 1		
100 cm
201 06 1		
120 cm
201 07 1		
140 cm
200 06 7
floor protector for load distributor

levelling leg
with adjusting spindle and base plate, adj. capacity 6 cm

2

202 01 1
height:
20 cm
202 02 1		
40 cm
202 03 1		
60 cm
202 04 1		
80 cm
202 05 1		
100 cm
202 06 1		
120 cm
202 07 1		
140 cm
200 06 6
floor protector for base plate

with locknut since April 2009
with locknut since April 2006
with locknut since April 2006
with locknut since April 2006
with locknut since April 2006

extension leg
raster pitch 5cm with safety bolt clip, with adjusting spindle for fine adjustment
203 01 1
adj. height: 40 to 60 cm
with locknut since April 2009
203 02 1		
60 to 100 cm
with locknut since April 2006
203 03 1		
80 to 140 cm
with locknut since April 2006
200 06 6
floor protector for base plate

levelling leg with scaffold spindle
with Layher-spindle 60 cm
204 02 1
adj. height:
204 03 1		

63 to 83 cm
90 to 110 cm

with Layher-spindle 80 cm
204 04 1
adj. height:
90 to 125 cm
204 05 1		
105 to 140 cm
200 06 8
floor protector for scaffold spindle

50
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Base Constructions
step leg
for stairways and gallery constructions
205 01 0
height:		
205 02 0		

20 cm
40 cm

leg with swivel base plate
steel 48,3 x 4 mm, with adjusting spindle and swivel base plate (ball bearing), adj. capacity 6 cm
208 01 1
		
200 06 7

height:		
20 cm
other heights upon request
floor protector for swivel base plate

2
extension adapter
for transport wheels Ø 10 cm, steel, galvanized
206 01 1
for stage height:
206 02 1
206 03 1		

40 cm
60 cm
80 cm

extension adapter
for transport wheels Ø 16 cm, steel, galvanized
206 11 1
for stage height:
206 12 1
		
206 13 1		

40 cm
60 cm
80 cm
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Base Constructions
nivtec weight girder
The weight girders developed by nivtec combined with the Layher Metric Allround Scaffold System offer a sensible
solution for high stage constructions. Advantages: smaller quantity of braces required and reduction of assembly time.
weight girder made of aluminium, with wedge head made of steel, galvanized
207 01 0
207 02 0
207 05 0

100 cm
200 cm
safety flap for weight girder

2
braces

52

200 11 0

steel tube 48,3 x 4 mm - per running metre

4700.019
4702.019

standard coupling Layher 48,3 mm
swivel coupling Layher 48,3 mm

5FKUP20013

reduction swivel coupling Plettac 48,3 / 38 mm
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Rails
safety rail
nivtec safety rail, steel tube Ø 33,7 mm galvanized (or double corrosion protection: galvanized and powder coated,
black – surcharge upon request)
INFORMATION: accessories required p. rail:
1 adapter for fastening rail via leg support
2 support bolts Ø 26 mm
1 rail link 150 mm

ratchet ring spanner
310 22 0

assembly tool for fastening rails

size 19

support bolt
310 01 0

Ø 26 mm for safety rail, steel, galvanized

3
adapter
310 20 0
		

for fastening rail via leg support, Ø 48,3 mm, steel, galvanized
new execution since April 2007

Link
310 10 0

for safety rail, steel, galvanized 150 mm
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Rails
safety rail, height 100 cm • stage
301 01 0
width:
301 06 0		
301 02 0		
301 07 0		
301 04 0		
301 03 0		

35 cm
50 cm
85 cm
100 cm
135 cm
185 cm

raster size
raster size
raster size
raster size

safety rail, height 100 cm • stairway
304 01 0
304 02 0
304 03 0
304 04 0
304 05 0
304 06 0

first part
middle part
double middle part
triple middle part
final part hook-on stairway
final part push-on stairway

3
safety rail, height 100 cm • gallery
301 10 0
301 11 0

54

for galleries with
tier height: 40 cm
for galleries 40 cm with
step: 20 cm

width: 85 cm
85 cm
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Rails
safety rail with vertical bars, height 110 cm • stage
child-proof safety rail
303 01 0
width:
303 06 0
303 02 0		
303 07 0		
303 04 0		
303 03 0		

35 cm
50 cm
85 cm
100 cm
135 cm
185 cm

raster size
raster size
raster size
raster size

safety rail with vertical bars, height 110 cm • stairway
new since April 2007
305 01 0
305 02 1
305 03 1
305 04 1
305 05 1
305 06 1

width:
		
		
		
		
		

70 cm, for 2-step hook-on stairway
105 cm, for 3-step hook-on stairway
140 cm, for 4-step hook-on stairway
175 cm, for 5-step hook-on stairway
210 cm, for 6-step hook-on stairway
245 cm, for 7-step hook-on stairway

3
safety rail with vertical bars, height 110 cm • gallery
303 10 0
303 11 0

for galleries with
for galleries 40 cm with

tier height: 40 cm
step: 20 cm

width: 85 cm
85 cm
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Rails
link
310 11 0

for safety rail for gallery constructions, steel, galvanized 110 mm

corner link
310 21 0
		

for safety rail, steel, galvanized
new execution since April 2009

railing, height 100 cm • adjustable
only for closing gaps

3

302 01 0
adjustable width:
302 02 0			
302 03 0		

50 to 70 cm
75 to 110 cm
100 to 150 cm

special support bolt
310 02 0
		
		

Ø 26 mm for direct attachment of rail to platform, steel, galvanized
only for closing gaps
new execution since April 2006

nivtec load brace
310 30 0
		

56

steel, galvanized, for reinforcement of cross load capacity
of safety rails		
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Stage Accessories
support bolt
401 01 0

Ø 39 mm for step legs Ø 48,3 mm, steel, galvanized

link
401 10 0

for gallery constructions, steel, galvanized • length: 110 mm

link
401 11 0
		

for gallery constructions with Layher scaffold spindles
steel, galvanized • length: 150 mm

4

link
401 20 0
		

for special shapes with groove profiles only
for attachement of ramps, aluminium

link for special constructions
402 01 0
N-F
			

to attach push-on stairways to stage,
steel, galvanized
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Stage Accessories
dismantling hook
404 01 0
		

steel, galvanized, simplifies dismantling of platforms of low stages,
dance floors, dance floor borders etc.

wedge for ramp
warted sheet aluminium, for direct attachment to ramp platform
405 01 0
405 02 0

width:

50 cm
100 cm

adapter lath
aluminium
406 01 0
length: 100 cm
406 02 0		
200 cm
406 10 0
end cap for adapter lath

lining lath
aluminium, for direct attachment to platform

4

407 20 0
length: 100 cm
407 21 0		
200 cm
		
new execution since April 2007

stairway lighting set
for installation in stairway steps, for in- and outdoor use, for illumination, guidance
or identification of danger zones. rated line voltage 230 V 50 Hz acc. DIN –IEC
408 10 0

incl. cable, main plug and fastening devices for nivtec-platform

earthing unit
408 01 0

58

clip incl. cable 10 m
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Stage Accessories
textile lining
material: Dimout Satin, weight approx.: 260-280 g / sqm, permanent flame resistance acc. DIN 4102 B1, tailored ready
for use, smooth finish, incl. coarse coated ribbon at the top, colour: black, diff. colours upon request, per running metre
501 01 0
for stage height		
501 02 0				
501 03 0				
501 04 0				
501 05 0				
501 06 0				
501 07 0				

20 cm
40 cm
60 cm
80 cm
100 cm
120 cm
140 cm		

textile lining
heavy execution, material: Trevira CS, weight approx.: 350 g / sqm, permanent flame resistance acc. DIN 4102 B1,
tailored ready for use, smooth finish, incl. coarse coated ribbon at the top, colour: black, diff. colours upon request,
per running metre
502 01 0
for stage height		
20 cm
502 02 0				
40 cm
502 03 0				
60 cm
502 04 0				
80 cm
502 05 0				
100 cm
502 06 0				
120 cm
502 07 0				
140 cm		

fixing ribbon
505 01 0

self-adhesive fixing ribbon Pressogripp-Haft , colour: black, width 20 mm, per running metre

5

nivtec hook-on stairway
incl. stairway rail, height and width variable
example: 4-step stairway incl. stairway rail built with standard parts
for stage height 80 cm / width: 100 cm / tread: 35 cm / step height: 20 cm
Art. No.		
111 06 0
202 01 1
202 02 1
202 03 1
202 04 1
205 01 0
401 01 0
304 01 0
304 02 0
304 05 0
310 01 0
optional:
406 01 0
		

description					
system platform, size: 100 x 50 cm			
levelling leg with adjusting spindle, height: 20 cm
levelling leg with adjusting spindle, height: 40 cm
levelling leg with adjusting spindle, height: 60 cm
levelling leg with adjusting spindle, height: 80 cm
step leg, height: 20 cm				
support bolt for step legs				
safety stairway rail, first part 				
safety stairway rail, middle part			
safety stairway rail, final part				
support bolt for safety rail 				

quantity
4
4
2
2
2
6
6
1
2
1
5

adapter lath 1m					
for attaching the stairway at the tongue profiles of a stage

1
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Gallery Accessories
seat girder with seats
steel seat girder for galleries with tier height: 20 cm, plastic seats with high back acc. to FIFA-regulations,
incl. connection devices
necessary accessories for standard assembly: 2 support bolts Ø 39 mm, 1 adapter
701 01 0
seat girder with 1 seat
701 02 0		
with 2 seats
701 03 0		
with 3 seats
701 04 0		
with 4 seats

special support bolt
701 10 0
		

Ø 39 mm for seat girder Ø 48,3 mm • steel, galvanized
for attachment to platform if mounting via leg support is impossible

seat frame with seat
steel seat frame for galleries, tier height: 40 cm • plastic seats with high back acc. to FIFA-regulations, incl. connection
devices

7

703 01 0
703 02 0
703 03 0
703 04 0

seat frame with 1 seat, for tier height: 40
seat frame with 2 seats
seat frame with 3 seats
seat frame with 4 seats

anti-tumbling board
rectangular sectional aluminium, with fastening devices, anodized dark brown
can also be used as chair blocking device
704 01 0
length: 100 cm
704 02 0		
200 cm
704 03 0
connection part
		
new execution since April 2009
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Storage • Transport
belt with ratchet lock
802 01 0
		

width: 5 cm, length: 6 m • tensile strength 4 t • with wire hooks
colour: blue, for safe transport of platforms

ring belt with ratchet lock
802 02 0
		

width: 2,5 cm, length: 4 m • tensile strength 1,6 t
colour: blue, for safe transport of smaller stage parts

set of transport wheels
designed to change the system platforms into transport trolleys. 4 swivel wheels with brakes • PU-wheel with ball
bearing, appropriate for parquet and standard floors as well as for outdoor use
803 01 0
803 02 0

Ø 10 cm, capacity 200 kg / wheel
Ø 16 cm, capacity 350 kg / wheel

8

pushing handle
801 01 0

for use with wheel sets, steel, galvanized
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Storage • Transport
leg transport trolley
for storage and transport of legs and accessories, frame: steel, galvanized, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with brakes,
incl. ring belt with ratchet lock, width: 2,5 cm, length: 4 m, tensile strength 1,6 t
804 01 0
804 02 0

length: 64 cm, width: 48 cm, height: 75 cm
length: 108 cm, width: 48 cm, height: 75 cm

platform transport trolley
for storage and transport of 6 platforms upright and on edge,
frame: steel, galvanized, base: multiplex plywood panel, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with
brakes, incl. ring belt with ratchet lock, width: 2,5 cm, length: 4 m, tensile strength 1,6 t
805 01 0
		

length: 216 cm, width: 59 cm, height: 120 cm
new execution since April 2008

platform transport trolley
for storage and transport of 6 platforms on edge,
frame: steel, galvanized, base: multiplex plywood panel, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with
brakes, incl. ring belt with ratchet lock, width: 2,5 cm, length: 4 m, tensile strength 1,6 t
805 02 0
		

length: 108 cm, width: 59 cm, height: 120 cm
new execution since April 2008

8
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Storage • Transport
rail transport trolley
for 10 big (185 cm) and 4 small (85 cm) rails resp. 12 big rails as well as 2 stairway rails
for stage heights up to 100 cm, frame: steel, galvanized, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with brakes
806 01 0

size: 194 x 60 cm

rail transport trolley
for 14 small (85 cm) rails, frame: steel, galvanized, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with brakes
806 02 0

size: 94 x 60 cm

seat girder transport trolley
for 10 big seat girders each with either 1, 2, 3 or 4 seats
frame: steel, galvanized, 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with brakes
incl. ring belt with ratchet lock, width: 2,5 cm, length: 4 m, tensile strength 1,6 t
807 01 0

size: 195 x 90 cm

8

Case
made of aluminium and multiplex plywood panel, dark brown • 4 swivel wheels Ø 12,5 cm with brakes
2 attachment handles, 2 attachment locks, lid with 4 put-up hinges
808 01 0
808 02 0

inner size width: 41 cm, length: 83 cm, height: 47 cm
inner size width: 41 cm, length: 103 cm, height: 47 cm
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Stage Assembly Made Easy
Sisters assembling a stage for Prayer
Days at Nottingham 2002

64
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Order Form
Client Data
Client No.:		

				

Company:						
Surname:						
First Name:						
Adress:						
City Code / City:					
Telephone:						

Fax: +49 (0)2191 / 38 50 88
				

Fax:							
e-Mai:							

Order
We herewith order under consideration of the terms of delivery of nivtec-flexibel Bühnensysteme GmbH:

Art. No.

Description					

Quantity

Price /pce.

________________________________________________
Date / Signature
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Notes

66
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Directions
You plan to visit our headquarters and have a look at the nivtec staging sytem ?

how to find us
coming from the area Cologne:
• Autobahn A1, exit No. 94 „W-Ronsdorf / RS-Lüttringhausen Nord“
• turn left at the traffic light, direction: “Remscheid-Lüttringhausen”
• go straight ahead at the next two traffic lights
• turn right at the first street after the bridge, direction: „Industriegebiet
Großhülsberg“ (industrial area)
• turn right again into „Walter-Freitag-Straße“
• follow the road for about 200 m
• You will find us at the left side!
coming from the area Wuppertal / Dortmund:
• Autobahn A1, exit Nr. 94 „W-Ronsdorf / RS-Lüttringhausen Nord“
• turn right, direction: Remscheid-Lüttringhausen
• go straight ahead at the next traffic light
• turn right at the first street after the bridge, direction: „Industriegebiet
Großhülsberg” (industrial area)
• turn right again into „Walter-Freitag-Straße”
• follow the road for about 200 m
• You will find us at the left side!
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e-mail: info@nivtec-flexibel.de
Telefon 0049(0) 21 91 / 38 50 55
Telefax 0049(0) 21 91 / 38 50 88
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ON AIR Videoproduktion 2009

nivtec-flexibel Bühnensysteme GmbH
Walter-Freitag-Straße 31
D-42899 Remscheid

